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Abstract By binding logic addresses to the network topology, routing can be carried out without going through route discovery. This eliminates the initial route discovery latency, saves storage space otherwise needed for routing table, and reduces the communication overhead and energy consumption. In this paper, an adaptive block addressing (ABA) scheme is ﬁrst introduced for logic address assignment as well as network auto-conﬁguration purpose. The scheme takes into account the actual network topology and thus is fully topology-adaptive. Then a distributed link state (DLS) scheme is further proposed and put on top of the block addressing scheme to improve the quality of routes, in terms of hop count or other routing cost metrics used, robustness, and load balancing. The network topology reﬂected in logic addresses is used as a guideline to tell towards which direction (rather than next hop) a packet should be relayed. The next hop is derived from each relaying node’s local link state table. The routing scheme, named as topology-guided DLS (TDLS) as a whole, scales well with regard to various performance metrics. The ability of TDLS to provide multiple paths also precludes the need for explicit route repair, which is the most complicated part in many wireless routing protocols. While this paper targets low rate wireless mesh personal area networks (LR-WMPANs), including wireless mesh sensor networks (WMSNs), the TDLS itself is a general scheme and can be applied to other non-mobile wireless mesh networks.  2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Wireless mesh networks; Mesh routing; Scalability; Adaptive block addressing; Distributed link state



1. Introduction Wireless networks have been inﬁltrating homes, oﬃces, universities, and other industrial and commercial premises around the globe, thanks to the q The research has been supported by the Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology. * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 212 650 7199; fax: +1 212 650 8249. E-mail address: [email protected] (J. Zheng).



advances in many wireless technologies. This commercial success has in part stimulated the development of wireless mesh networks. The persistent driving force, however, comes from the envisioned advantages of wireless mesh networks themselves. First of all, mesh connectivity signiﬁcantly enhances the network performance, such as fault tolerance, load balancing, and throughput; in addition, the self-conﬁguring and self-healing feature of wireless mesh networks not only enables them to be deployed on the ﬂy and on the cheap, but also
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enhances system resilience and reliability; moreover, the ability of wireless mesh networks to provide ﬂexible coverage areas, particularly where other wireless technologies tumble due to the lack of line of sight (LOS), makes them unique for many applications. With all these, plus the minimal up-front investment and the simple oﬀ-the-shelf devices (as opposed to sophisticated devices used for central control purpose in other networks) that are outﬁtted with radio communications gear, it is conceivable that wireless mesh networks will be one of most competitive wireless communication solutions. Nevertheless, before the promise of wireless mesh networks can be realized, much research remains to be done [5]. In this paper, we propose a resourceeﬃcient and scalable wireless mesh routing protocol, called topology-guided distributed link state (TDLS), for low rate wireless mesh personal area networks (LR-WMPANs), which are at the low end on the continuum of wireless mesh networks in terms of data rate and are normally non-mobile. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [1] speciﬁes the medium access control (MAC) sublayer and the physical (PHY) layer for low rate wireless personal area networks (LR-WPANs), and ZigBee Alliance [2] has been developing other upper layers. LR-WPANs, as an enabling technology, possess some unique design features and show promise to bring ubiquitous networking into our lives [6]. Routing protocols designed for wireless mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [8–12] can be directly applied to some mesh networks. Standard Internet routing protocols [13,14] can also be used if the network topology is relatively stable. However, those routing protocols may be too cumbersome for LR-WMPANs, given the constraints on resources of those networks. TDLS, on the other hand, is a light-weight scalable routing protocol that well caters to the requirements of resource-constrained networks such as LRWMPANs and WMSNs. In TDLS, the network topology reﬂected in logic addresses assigned during the setup of a network is used as a guideline to tell towards which direction (rather than next hop) a packet should be relayed. The next hop is derived from each relaying node’s local link state table. Although at high level TDLS is merely an approach that combines topology information and link state, it owns distinct features and is diﬀerent from existing geographical routings [15,16], link state routings [11,17], or hierarchical routings [18–22]. TDLS uses logical topology information (i.e., tree structure), which is a byproduct of net-
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work auto-conﬁguration. On the other hand, geographical routings use geographical topology information, which is often obtained through the Global Position System (GPS). GPS is far too expensive for resource-constrained low-cost LRWMPANs and WMSNs. TDLS is a fully distributed scalable scheme. For each node, the control overhead is that it needs to broadcast several Hello messages to its neighbors within n (e.g., 3) hops during the network auto-conﬁguration phase. And a node only needs to keep several hundred bytes of link state information for those neighbors, regardless of the network size. However, for most existing link state routings, the resource consumption (e.g., power and memory) on each node will increase as the network size increases. Those link state routings do not scale well in LR-WMPANs and WMSNs, which may contain large number of tiny devices that are battery-powered and memory-constrained. A plethora of wireless routing protocols exploit hierarchical routing structure to achieve scalability. For example, Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [18] performs routing at two diﬀerent levels, i.e., proactive intra-zone routing and reactive inter-zone routing. Unless the source and destination of a packet belong to the same routing zone, the packet needs to be ﬁrst forwarded to the zone where the destination sits using reactive routing, and then be routed to the ﬁnal destination using proactive routing. As the network size increases, either the number of routing zones or the radius of each routing zone needs to be increased, which may still result in scalability problem. By contrast, TDLS uses a simple ﬂat routing structure to solve the scalability problem. In TDLS, each node maintains its n-hop link state, which is not aﬀected by the network size. So TDLS is fully distributed and scalable in terms of control overhead and memory consumption. Since the logic topology information tells towards which direction a packet should be relayed, no reactive routing is needed as in ZRP. No matter how far away the destination is, relaying decision is always based on the relaying node’s local link state. This also means TDLS has a better support for multiple paths and load-balancing than ZRP, because ZRP can only support multiple paths and load-balancing during its intra-zone routing period. By providing multiple paths, TDLS precludes the need for explicit route repair, which is the most complicated part in many wireless routing protocols. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. An adaptive block addressing scheme is
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ﬁrst introduced in Section 2. Besides supporting auto-conﬁguration and performing logic address assignment, it is also a self-contained routing protocol. Then in Section 3, details of the distributed link state scheme are covered, including the basic link state scheme, the extended link state scheme, link state generation, data forwarding, sanity/consistency checking, and link state maintenance. Next, simulation results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude the paper with a summary. 2. An adaptive block addressing scheme The adaptive block addressing scheme presented here is used for logic address assignment as well as network auto-conﬁguration. It is also a self-contained routing protocol and can perform either the so-called adaptive tree (AT) routing or the meshed AT (MAT) routing. The details of AT and MAT will be covered in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. 2.1. Background A logic tree structure can be formed along with the setup of a wireless network. The ﬁrst node in the network will designate itself as the root and begin to accept association requests from other nodes. Any node already in the network can determine whether to allow other nodes to join it, that is, whether to act as a router, depending on the availability of its resources such as memory and energy. Various tree algorithms have been proposed for routing purpose in both wired and wireless networks [23–29]. Of our particular interest here is the cluster tree algorithm [23], which has been adopted by ZigBee [3]. Two network-wide parameters are deﬁned in cluster tree: the maximum number of children a node can have, Cm, and the maximum level of the tree (i.e., the maximum hops from the root to a leaf node), Lm. A cluster tree can be formed through a top-down procedure. First, the root distributes the whole network address space evenly among its maximum allowed Cm children;1 then each of the children further distributes the allocated address block evenly among its Cm children; and this procedure continues until the maximum level, Lm, is reached. The address allocation is solely 1



Each child still gets 1/Cm of the total available addresses even if the actual number of children is less than Cm.



based on Cm and Lm, irrespective of the number of children a node actually has. By knowing Cm, Lm, and its own tree level, a node is able to calculate the next hop by looking at the destination address in a packet. Cluster tree, however, lacks ﬂexibility and robustness. The inﬂexible address assignment often results in huge waste of addresses (our simulation shows that a network with a 16-bit address space can only accommodate several hundred nodes). Cluster tree also suﬀers for single point of failure (SPF). Among other problems are non-optimal routes and the need for address reassignment when a node changes its attaching point. To solve the aforementioned cluster tree problems, we propose a new type of tree called adaptive tree (AT), which has the following features: • Addresses are assigned adaptively according to the network topology. This means asymmetric topology will lead to asymmetric address assignment. Diﬀerent nodes can have diﬀerent numbers of children, and diﬀerent branches below a node can have diﬀerent address block sizes. • The concept of Cm and Lm no longer exists. A node can accept as many children as it wishes, only if its physical capacity allows. And a tree can have as many levels as it needs. The limitation only comes from the address space. • If needed, a meshed AT (MAT) can be formed. By using a MAT, it is possible to route a packet through a shorter path. Some SPFs can also be removed by using a MAT. 2.2. Adaptive tree (AT) 2.2.1. Two phases of AT Functionally, two phases are deﬁned in AT: initialization (or conﬁguration) phase and operation phase: • During the initialization phase, nodes join the network and an AT is formed. • After initialization, the network enters the operation phase and normal data communications start. During the operation phase, new nodes are still allowed to join the network. 2.2.2. Initialization phase An AT is formed during the initialization phase. The AT formation can be broken down into two stages: association and address assigning.
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During the association stage, beginning from the root, nodes gradually join the network and a tree is formed. But this tree is not an AT yet, since no node has been assigned an address. There is no limitation on the number of children a node can accept. A node can determine by itself how many nodes (therefore, how many branches below it) it will accept according to its capability and other factors. It is possible that a joining node cannot ﬁnd any other node to associate if the number of children a node can have is not ﬂexible. Therefore, instead of accepting or rejecting an association request, a node uses an acceptance degree (AD) to indicate the willingness of acceptance. For example, a four-level AD scheme could be: 3 – accept without reservation, 2 – accept with reservation, 1 – accept with reluctance, 0 – reject (a node should try to avoid this AD unless absolutely necessary). When a joining node receives multiple association responses, it should choose the node with the highest AD for association. Using AD increases the chance with which a node successfully joins the network without severely overloading an individual node. After the tree reaches its bottom, that is, no more nodes are waiting for joining the network (a proper timer can be used for this purpose), a down-top procedure is used to calculate the number of nodes along each branch, as shown in Fig. 1. The numbers
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in brackets indicate the numbers of nodes along branches below a certain node. When numbers of nodes are reported from bottom to top, each node can also indicate a desirable number of addresses. For example, node F can indicate it wishes to get 3 addresses (2 for possible future extension), though currently only one address is enough (for itself); node E can indicate it wishes to get 5 addresses (3 for node F, 1 for itself, and 1 for future extension); and so on. After the root, node A here, receives the information from all the branches, it begins to assign addresses. During the address assigning stage, a top-down procedure is used. First, the root checks if the total number of nodes in the network is less than the total number of addresses available. If not, address assignment fails. One possible solution in case of address overﬂow is to separate the network into smaller ones or augment the address space. Here we do not handle address overﬂow, and will assume no address overﬂow happens hereafter. Next, the root assigns a block of consecutive addresses to each branch below it, taking into account the actual number of nodes and the wished number of addresses. The actual number of addresses assigned could be less or more than the wished one, depending on the availability of addresses, but no less than the actual number of nodes. This procedure continues until the bottom of the tree is reached. After address assigning, an AT is formed and each node has an AT table (ATT) for tracking its branches. For example, node C could have an ATT as follows: [6][8], [9][13], [14][14].
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The above ATT indicates that node C has total 3 branches. Branch 1 owns address block [6–8]; branch 2 owns address block [9–13]; branch 3 only owns one address 14. [3][1]



[1][1]



O [0]



2.2.3. Operation phase After an AT is built, the network enters the operation phase. Using the ATT, a packet can be easily routed. As an example, when node C receives or generates a packet, it checks if the destination2 belongs to one of its branches and, if yes, the packet



N [0]



[0]



Fig. 1. Calculation of number of nodes along each branch.
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The logic address of the destination can be determined by service discovery as usual.
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will be relayed to that branch. If the destination falls out of any branch below node C, the packet will be routed to the parent of node C. Although no signiﬁcant change of the node number or network topology is expected during operation phase, more nodes (therefore, more branches) are still allowed to be added at any level of the tree, only if additional addresses (reserved during initialization phase) are available. Address assignment can be locally adjusted within a branch if a node runs out of addresses. For instance, a node can request more addresses from its parent. If the parent does not have enough addresses, it can try to either request additional addresses from its parent or adjust address assignment among its children. If there is a substantial change of the node number or network topology, which cannot be handled locally during operation phase, the network is allowed to go through the initialization phase again. In practice, address assignment is controlled by the application proﬁle. For example, the application proﬁle used for light control in ZigBee can specify that more addresses should be reserved for some special nodes such as those near hall ways. This further improves the utilization of addresses and reduces the probability of reinitialization as the network evolves. 2.3. Meshed AT (MAT) A meshed AT (MAT) can be formed on top of an AT. In Fig. 2, besides the lines that represent tree A



links, additional lines (referred to as mesh lines here) are added so that the network now looks more like a mesh than a tree. But from each individual node’s point of view, the network is still a tree. Any two nodes connected via a mesh line treat each other as a child and add an ATT entry for each other. For example, node K treats node H as a child, and vise versa. Notice that ancestors and descendents, no matter they are one level or multiple levels away from the node, are not meshed (i.e., not connected to the node through mesh lines). By forming a MAT, it is possible to route a packet through a shorter path. For instance, a packet from node M to node I can be transmitted directly (Fig. 2), since from node M’s point of view, node I is its child. On the other hand, the original path in the corresponding AT is M–L–K–J–A–B– H–I. While this is an extreme example, there is a high probability that a shorter path can be found in MAT than in AT. For example, from node E to node H, the path will be E–C–H instead of E– C–B–H. Children added due to meshing behavior are likely at diﬀerent tree levels. For example, nodes J, K, and L are children of node H, but at diﬀerent tree levels. If node H has a packet for node N, it will ﬁnd that all the three nodes J, K, and L can relay the packet. In this case, node H will choose the node sitting at the largest tree level (that is, farthest from the root), namely, node L. Notice that node H can easily ﬁnd out the relative tree levels of nodes J, K, and L through the address blocks allocated to them. Another advantage of MAT is that some SPFs are removed. For example, if the link between nodes J and K is broken, packets from node K to node H or I can still be routed. 3. Distributed link state
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Notwithstanding AT (or its meshed form, MAT) is a self-contained routing protocol, better routing performance can be achieved by combining the block addressing scheme with a scheme we called distributed link state (DLS). DLS is a fully-distributed scheme, as its name tells, which scales well. The additional complexity added by combining the block addressing scheme with the DLS scheme is minimal, in the sense that we merely increase the time to live (TTL) of a Hello message from 1 to maxHops (a typical value is 3). Maintaining simplicity is fundamentally critical for the success of WMPANs and WMSNs that comprise devices with constrained resource like small RAM size. For
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instance, Atmel [30] 8-bit processor has only a RAM of the order of 10 KB, which is even too small to house the AODV [8] routing table in case of several hundreds of nodes. By contrast, TDLS only needs a tiny link state table, e.g., about 300B for 30 neighbors, regardless of the network size. Notice that the above storage saving has not yet accounted for the saving on code size of the routing protocol. TDLS also maintains many advantages a proactive approach can have, for example, there is no initial route discovery latency and thus is suitable for time critical sensor applications like light control within ZigBee [2]. It is also more eﬃcient than most other proactive approaches, since no periodical update is needed after the link state generation stage (see Sections 3.3 and 3.5). Among other advantages are shorter paths (or better paths when cost metrics other than hop count are used in route selection), multiple paths, and robustness. In what follows, we present the details of TDLS, including the basic link state scheme, the optional extended link state scheme, link state generation, data forwarding, sanity/consistency checking, and link state maintenance. 3.1. The basic link state In the basic link state (BLS) scheme, each node maintains a link state table (LST) for all its neighbors within maxHops (a parameter determined by speciﬁc applications) hops. Each neighbor’s block address is logged in the LST so that the whole branch below it is routable. To forward a data packet, the LST is queried and the best path (when multiple paths are found) is used (see Section 3.4 for details). Fig. 3 illustrates a two-hop BLS view of node J. In this example, nodes D, E, F, M, and N are not within two hops of node J, but they are still directly routable since they are the descendents of those nodes within two hops of node J.
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2-hop link state (view of node J) Fig. 3. An example of the basic link state scheme.



vice versa. One of the goals of using DLS is to bypass broken tree routes. With high node density, a node is likely to ﬁnd more paths that can be used to bypass a broken tree route. This improved reliability enables a node to build a relatively small LST. If the node density is very low around an area, even a linkHops as large as maxHops may not be enough. One solution is to allow nodes in this area to use a linkHops that is larger than maxHops. But since only maxHops-hop information is exchanged by default, all nodes in this area need to exchange linkHops-hop (linkHops P maxHops in this case) information again. Here we propose to use another more eﬃcient approach. After the basic LST is built, each node checks if it has multiple paths to
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3.2. The extended link state scheme B



The extended link state (ELS) scheme is optional in TDLS. In the ELS scheme, a node is not forced to use the predetermined maxHops parameter to build its LST. Although nodes are still required to exchange maxHops-hop neighbor information, a node can build an LST for linkHops-hop neighbors (linkHops 6 maxHops), depending on the node density around it. In general, a node will use a large linkHops if the node density is small around it, and
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D



Multiple paths created through ELS Fig. 4. An example of the extended link state scheme.
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Table 1 Format of hello message begAddr



endAddr



begAddr: endAddr: tree_level: oh_nbi:



beginning address of the address block owned by the node (this is also the address assigned to the node itself) ending address of the address block owned by the node tree level of the node address of one-hop neighbor i of the node



tree_level



oh_nb1, oh_nb2, . . . , oh_nbk



Table 2 Neighbor list begAddr1 begAddr2 ... begAddrn



endAddr1 endAddr2 ... endAddrn



begAddri: endAddri: tree_leveli: hopi:



beginning address of the address block owned by neighbor i ending address of the address block owned by neighbor i tree level of neighbor i hops to neighbor i



each of the neighbors within linkHops-hops. If not, it will unicast its complete LST to those neighbors. Upon receiving the LST, a node will unicast back its LST to the source. This in eﬀect creates a (2 · linkHops)-hop LST between related nodes. Fig. 4 shows an example of the ELS scheme. After the basic LST is built, node A ﬁnds that it only has one path to node D within linkHops (here 3)hops. So it will exchange LST information with node D. And both node A and node D will ﬁnd out that there is another path between them, that is, A–I–J–K–L–D. Then each of them will record this path in the LST and also notify nodes I, J, K, and L so that those nodes can also update their LSTs. Finally, a second path is set up between node A and node D. Among all the neighbors within linkHops-hops, the ancestors and descendents of a node (according to the tree structure) are more important than other nodes. So optionally a node can handle its neighbors diﬀerently, e.g., only guarantees that multiple paths are available to ancestors and descendents, or keeps more hop link state of ancestors and descendents than that of other nodes. In summary, the ELS scheme is more reliable, eﬃcient and adaptive than the BLS scheme, at the additional cost of complexity. 3.3. Link state generation A node should broadcast several Hello messages with a TTL of maxHops to exchange link state information with its neighbors when it receives a



tree_level1 tree_level2 ... tree_leveln



hops1 hops2 ... hopsn



logic address from its parent, or when it receives a Hello message from a new neighbor and if it has been assigned a logic address. The Hello message format is given in Table 1. The LST of a node, which consists of a maxHops-hop neighbor list (see Section 3.3.1) and a connectivity matrix (see Section 3.3.2), is updated upon the reception of each Hello message. 3.3.1. Neighbor list Each node updates its neighbor list (Table 2) upon the reception of each Hello message. Not only the source of the Hello message is added into the neighbor list, but also the one-hop neighbors of the source,3 with the endAddr and tree_level marked as unknown temporarily. The unknown endAddr and tree_level will be replaced with actual values when a Hello message is received from the corresponding neighbor. If no Hello message is received from some neighbors during the whole Hello message exchange procedure, a node can solicit for endAddr and tree_ level information by broadcasting a message to its one-hop neighbors, including all the neighbors whose endAddr and tree_level are missing. Each one-hop neighbor received the message will reply if it can provide the endAddr and tree_level information of one or more neighbors included in the 3 The one-hop neighbor list included in an incoming Hello message with a TTL of 1 (i.e., this is the last hop of the Hello message) is not used for any purpose, since some of the nodes in the one-hop neighbor list may be (maxHops + 1)-hops away from the receiver.
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Table 3 An example of connectivity matrix



me nb1 nb2 nb3 ... nbn2 nbn1 nbn



me



nb1



nb2



nb3



...



nbn2



nbn1



nbn







 



+ + 



  + 



... ... ... ... ...



 +  + ... 



+    ...  



    ... +  



Note: 1. The plus or minus sign (‘‘+’’ or ‘‘’’) at the cross cell of two nodes indicates they are or are not directly connected (i.e., they are or are not one-hop neighbors). 2. For bi-directional links, the matrix is symmetric, so only half of the matrix is needed as shown here. 3. Hop information can be calculated using the connectivity matrix. Here we have:one hop neighbors: nb2, nbn1, . . .two hop neighbors: nb1, nb3, . . .three hop neighbors: nbn2, . . .four hop neighbors: nbn, . . .



message. The ﬁeld hops is computed according to the connectivity matrix described in Section 3.3.2. 3.3.2. Connectivity matrix From the one-hop neighbor information included in each Hello message,3 a node can construct a connectivity matrix for neighbors recorded in the neighbor list given in Section 3.3.1. Table 3 illustrates one example. The ﬁeld hops of each node in the neighbor list can be calculated using the connectivity matrix. First the ﬁeld hops of each node is set to inﬁnity. Then, all nodes directly connected to me are onehop neighbors (nb2, nbn1, . . . in above example). Next, all nodes directly connected to one-hop neighbors (and having a hops of inﬁnity) are two-hop neighbors (nb1, nb3, . . . in above example). This procedure continues until hop numbers of all neighbors are populated. 3.4. Data forwarding The pseudo code given in Table 4 elaborates on the procedure of selecting the next hop for data forwarding. When multiple neighbors are available for selection (see lines 11 and 32 of the pseudo code given in Table 4) and there are no other cost metrics indicating one neighbor is preferred over another, we can randomly select one neighbor for load balancing purpose. However, to mitigate ‘‘out of order’’ problems, it may be better to stick to one neighbor for a while once it is selected rather than randomly select one neighbor each time. If no next hop can be found, a ring search should be performed. Ring search can be done by exchanging Hello messages as in link state generation stage, but with an incremental TTL.



3.5. Sanity/consistency checking To reduce communication overhead and interference, no periodic Hello messages are broadcast after the link state generation stage. During the data transmission stage, Hello messages are only broadcast upon the detection of link failures, link recoveries, or new neighbors. If a node misses some Hello messages, its link state is likely to be inaccurate. Inaccurate link state can result in not only the selection of detoured routes but, more seriously, routing loops. One way to promptly detect inaccurate link state without using periodic Hello messages is to include one-bit up–down ﬂag and the so-called virtual tree level of the relaying node in each message being relayed. The up–down ﬂag indicates whether the previous hop is forwarding the message up or down in terms of tree level. The virtual tree level is deﬁned as follows: ( ) nbL  h2Nb ðif going downÞ vTL ¼ ð1Þ nbL þ h2Nb ðif going upÞ where, nbL is the tree level of nb_found given in line 21 of the pseudo code in Table 4; h2NB is hops to nb_found. Let ﬂag1 = the up–down ﬂag included in an incoming message; vTL1 = the virtual tree level included in an incoming message; ﬂag2 = the up–down ﬂag of the receiver of the message; vTL2 = the virtual tree level of the receiver of the message.
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Table 4 Pseudo code for data forwarding 1: func_nextHop(dst) 2: nb_found = search nb list for the lowest (i.e., with the largest tree level) neighbor who is the ancestor of dst but is not my ancestor; 3: if nb_found //going down 4: next_hop = getOneHopNb(nb_found); 5: return next_hop; 6: else if dst is not my descendent //going up 7: found = is there a neighbor who has a tree level less than mine? 8: if found 9: hops2root = the min (hops + tree_level) found among nb’s that have a tree level less than mine; 10: minHops = the minimum hops found among neighbors that have a (hops + tree_level) of hops2root; 11: nb_found = select one of the neighbors that have a (hops + tree_level) of hops2root and a hops of minHops; 12: next_hop = getOneHopNeighbor(nb_found); 13: return next_hop; 14: else //should go up, but can’t 15: return no_next_hop; 16: end if 17: else //should go down, but can’t 18: return no_next_hop; 19: end if 20: end func 21: func_getOneHopNeighbor(nb_found) 22: mark the hop_number of each neighbor as inﬁnity; 23 current_hops = hop number of the nb_found; 24: while current_hops > 1 25: for each neighbor nbi with a hop_number of current_hops 26: for each neighbor nbj directly connected to nbi 27: hop_number of nbj = current_hops  1; 28: end for 29: end for 30: current_hops = current_hops  1; 31: end while 32: return one of the neighbors with hop_number of 1; 33: end func



then it follows that: 8 vTL2  vTL1 P 1 > > > <          > vTL1  vTL2 P 1 > > : or flag2 ¼ down



9 ðif flag1 ¼ downÞ > > >        = ðif flag1 ¼ upÞ > > > ; ð2Þ



If the receiver calculates ﬂag2 and vTL2 using only (maxHops  1)-hop link state information (i.e., one-hop less than that used by previous hop), then only the equal sign ‘‘=’’ should be applied in Eq. (2). A more eﬃcient way is to only include the up– down ﬂag and the h2Nb value in the message.4 Similarly we deﬁne: 4



The virtual tree level has the same bit size as an assigned address, but h2Nb only needs several bits (e.g., 3 bits).



ﬂag1 = the up–down ﬂag included in an incoming message; h2Nb1 = the h2Nb value included in an incoming message; ﬂag2 = the up–down ﬂag of the receiver of the message; h2Nb2 = the h2Nb value of the receiver of the message. If all the above values are calculated using maxHops-hop link state information, then there is no relationship between h2Nb1 and h2Nb2. This can be seen from Eqs. (1) and (2). Eq. (2) gives the relationship between two vTLs. There is no relationship between two nbLs if they are both calculated using maxHops-hop link state information (the previous hop and the receiver have diﬀerent maxHops-hop link state information). Thereby, according to Eq.
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(1), there is no relationship between h2Nb1 and h2Nb2 either. As such, we use maxHops-hop link state information to calculate (ﬂag1, h2Nb1), but only (maxHops  1)-hop link state information to calculate (ﬂag2, h2Nb2). In this case, we should have: 9 8 ðif h2Nb1 > 1Þ > h2Nb1  h2Nb2 ¼ 1 > > > > > > > >                 > > > > > > > > > > > the destination is ðif ðh2Nb ¼ 1Þ > > 1 = < my descendent andðflag1 ¼ dnÞÞ > > > > > > >                 > > > > > > > > > > > preTL  myTL P 1 ðif ðh2Nb ¼ 1Þ 1 > > > > ; : andðflag1 ¼ upÞÞ ð3Þ where myTL and preTL denote the tree levels of the current node and the previous hop respectively. If Eq. (2) or (3) does not hold, the link state information of the previous hop or/and the receiver is inaccurate.5 In this case, the receiver sends its (maxHops  1)-hop connectivity matrix to previous hop, who then compares the received connectivity matrix with its own and notiﬁes all its neighbors that are related to any mismatch record of the two connectivity matrices. Any node being notiﬁed will broadcast several Hello messages to update the link state of its neighbors. 3.6. Link state maintenance A node should broadcast several Hello messages with a TTL of maxHops if it detects its one-hop connectivity has changed due to link failures, link recoveries, or the detection of new neighbors. Transmission failures may result from link failures (including node failures), collisions, or background interference. So bringing down a route each time a transmission fails is not a proper practice. In TDLS, a neighbor to which a transmission has failed is ﬁrst put in a probe list. Each neighbor in the probe list can have a state of either unknown or down. A neighbor with an unknown state is probed each probeInterval seconds after the last probe using a timer (timer-driven) or probed immediately each time it is selected as the next hop of a data transmission 5 However, that Eq. (2) or (3) holds is not a suﬃcient condition to conclude that the previous hop and the receiver have accurate link state information. But it does tell that the packet is approaching the destination and thus the routing path is loopfree.
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(data-driven). Although the neighbor with an unknown state can still be selected as the next hop like a normal neighbor, it is not actually used for transmitting any data packet. All data packets having this neighbor as the next hop are buﬀered or dropped if there is no enough memory. The probe continues until the link to the neighbor is recovered or the total probe number, including both timer-driven probes and data-driven probes, reaches max_probe_num. If a link is recovered, the corresponding neighbor is removed from the probe list and all packets buffered for this neighbor, if any, are forwarded to this neighbor. A link is considered recovered if a MAC acknowledgment (ACK) of a probe (if the routing layer has access to the status of MAC ACK) is received or any packet including the reply of a probe is received from that neighbor by the routing layer (or overheard by the MAC if overhearing is supported). If the probe number reaches max_probe_num before the link is recovered, the state of the corresponding neighbor is changed to down. The connectivity matrix is updated accordingly and Hello messages are broadcast with a TTL of maxHops. After the broadcast of the ﬁrst Hello message, all packets buﬀered for the neighbor, if any, will be routed via other routes. It is worth noting that data packets should not be routed via other routes before the original next hop is determined down and at least one Hello message has been broadcast to all maxHops-hop neighbors. The rationale is that, it is possible, though the probability is not high, data packets will be forwarded back to the current node since other nodes do not know the original next hop is unreachable. A neighbor remains in the probe list if the link to it has been determined down, but it will be probed only by a timer (it will not be used as the next hop for any data transmission) and the probe interval is increased after each probe, up to a maximum value max_probe_interval. For example, a neighbor with a state of down can be probed using intervals 2,4,6, . . . , max_probe_interval, . . . , max_probe_interval seconds. This guarantees that, if the link recovers, it will be detected within no more than max_probe_interval seconds. 4. Simulations In this section, performance of AT, MAT, and TDLS is simulated and compared with that of
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AODV [8]. Although AODV is originally designed for wireless mobile ad hoc networks, now it is also the most popular wireless routing for non-mobile wireless networks. It has been adopted by the ZigBee Alliance for LR-WPANs and has been proposed for routing traﬃc among mesh access points in IEEE 802.11s. Although a few other routing protocols have been proposed for non-mobile wireless networks such as wireless sensor networks, none of them has been well accepted by industries or standards organizations. 4.1. Performance metrics and experimental setup 4.1.1. Performance metrics To quantify the performance of TDLS, we deﬁne the following performance metrics: • Packet delivery ratio: The ratio of data packets successfully received at the destination to data packets sent at the source. • End-to-end hop count: The hop count a data packet traveling from the source to the destination, averaged over all successful end-to-end data transmissions within a simulation run. • End-to-end delay: The transaction time of passing a data packet from the source to the destination, including time of all necessary processing, backoﬀ as well as transmission, and averaged over all successful end-to-end data transmissions within a simulation run. • Hop delay: The transaction time of passing a data packet to a one-hop neighbor, including time of all necessary processing, backoﬀ as well as transmission, and averaged over all successful end-toend data transmissions within a simulation run. • End-to-end communication eﬃciency: The total data bits successfully delivered divided by the total transmission time for both data packets and control packets. • Hop communication eﬃciency: The sum of products of data bits successfully delivered and the corresponding hops the data having traveled divided by the total transmission time for both data packets and control packets. This can be equivalently deﬁned as the inverse of the average time needed for one data bit to travel one hop. Except packet delivery ratio, the above performance metrics can be classiﬁed into two classes: end-to-end based metrics and hop based metrics. The end-toend based metrics are suitable for comparing diﬀer-



ent routing approaches, for example, AT, MAT, TDLS, and AODV in a network. However, when diﬀerent network scales are used for scalability study purpose, the end-to-end based metrics can no longer capture the scalability feature. In general, the average hop count of traﬃc ﬂows in a large scale network is larger than that in a small scale network. As a result, the end-to-end based metrics are not comparable in these two types of networks. In this case, the hop based metrics are used. 4.1.2. Experimental setup Simulations are carried out using NS2 [4]. All routings run on top of IEEE 802.15.4.6 In order to compare the performance of AT, MAT, and TDLS with that of AODV [8], which cannot work properly in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon enabled mode, we choose non-beacon enabled mode for all simulations. The over air data rate is 250 Kbps (in the 2.4 GHz ISM band). To address the scalability problem, ﬁve sets of scenarios are deﬁned, all in a grid form: • • • • •



49 nodes (7 · 7 grid), 100 nodes (10 · 10 grid), 196 nodes (14 · 14 grid), 400 nodes (20 · 20 grid), 784 nodes (28 · 28 grid).



The distance between two horizontal or vertical neighbors is 10 m. The PAN coordinator (i.e., the tree root) locates at the center of the network and starts a PAN at time 0.0 s. Every other node joins the PAN at a time randomly chosen between 0.0 and 5.0 s. The parameter maxHops takes the value 3. The radio propagation model adopted in all experiments is two-ray ground reﬂection.7 And the transmission range is 12 m. Constant bit rate (CBR) traﬃc is used and the packet rate is 1 packet per second as suggested in [7], with a packet size of 127 bytes at the PHY layer. Each 10 s a traﬃc ﬂow is set up between two randomly selected nodes, and the duration of each traﬃc ﬂow is determined in 6 The source code of the IEEE 802.15.4 simulation module has been included in the release of NS 2.28 and is also available at http://www-ee.ccny.cuny.edu/zheng/pub. 7 While a more realistic radio propagation model such as log-normal shadowing or Rayleigh fading can be used, using a deterministic radio propagation model like two-ray ground reﬂection provides a common non-time-varying condition for comparing diﬀerent routing approaches, thus more accurately capturing the diﬀerences among them.
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such a way that 5% of nodes in the network are transmitting data and another 5% are receiving data at any instant except the beginning and ending period of the simulation run. The total simulation duration is 2000 s, and the application traﬃc runs from 100 to 1900 s, leaving enough time for the experiment to shut down gracefully. Each experiment runs 10 times with diﬀerent random seeds. 4.2. Hidden terminal issue IEEE 802.15.4 suﬀers from hidden terminal problems as a result of lacking request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) control messages [7]. Hidden terminal problems lead to the dropping of data packets and, more seriously, the tearing down of routes. A partial remedy is to apply a link failure threshold at an upper layer [3] and do not bring down a route before the failure threshold is reached. In excess of the link failure threshold, we also use a scheme called receiver oriented TDMA (ROT) to improve the performance of IEEE 802.1.5.4. In ROT, when a node receives a Hello message, which contains the one-hop neighbor list of the source, from a one-hop neighbor, it adds the neighbor into its neighbor list and also calculates the time slot and slot cycle it should use to transmit packets to this neighbor. A simple way to calculate the time slot is to sort IDs/addresses of all the one-hop neighbors of the neighbor where the Hello message comes in. Based on the order the node’s ID/address appears in the sorted ID/address list, the node knows its time slot and also the slot cycle, which is just the number of one-hop neighbors included in the Hello message. For example, in Fig. 5, node 5 has four one-hop neighbors (1, 4, 6, 9). The two-hop view of node 5 is (1 (0, 2, 5), 4(0, 5, 8), 6(2, 5, 7, 10), 9(5, 8, 10, 13)). Thus, node 5 has a time slot table (TST), (1:2:3/4:1:3/6:1:4/9:0:4), each entry of which is in the format of neighbor_id:slot_number:slot_ cycle. The TST of node 5 tells that node 5 should use slot 2 (the third slot – slots are numbered from 0) (modulo slot cycle 3), 1 (modulo slot cycle 3), 1 (modulo slot cycle 4), and 0 (modulo slot cycle 4) to transmit packets to neighbor 1, 4, 6, and 9 respectively. Each time a node receives a Hello message, it checks if the TST needs to be updated. Synchronization is needed in ROT, as in any other TDMA scheme. But as we have noticed, ROT is a fully distributed receiver oriented scheme, which implies no
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List format:



nb_id : slot_num : slot_cycle



Fig. 5. An example of receiver oriented TDMA.



network-wide synchronization is needed. So the synchronization problem is simply reduced to that a node should know the clock of each its neighbor. Therefore, the synchronization problem can be easily solved by including the clock information in the Hello message. To compensate for clock inaccuracy and clock drift, some small guard time duration (GTD) can be added into each time slot and resynchronization should be performed before the clock drift exceeds the GTD. Notice that the synchronization clock, slot number, and slot cycle used for one neighbor is independent to those for other neighbors. In TDLS, the setup of ROT does not incur additional communication overhead except for the inclusion of clock information in the Hello message, since it can be done together with the link state generation (see Section 3.3). To avoid unnecessary delay when traﬃc load is light, ROT is only used for retransmissions. ROT is adopted in all our simulations. Our simulation results show that the performance improvement by utilizing ROT is signiﬁcant, notwithstanding that this overly simple scheme can only prevent collisions between two or more packets having a common destination. 4.3. Numerical results In terms of packet delivery ratio (Fig. 6),8 AODV outperforms all other three routings, namely, AT, 8



All ﬁgures in this subsection are plotted using piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation.
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Fig. 6. Packet delivery ratio.



MAT, and TDLS. When the number of nodes is larger than 400, AODV has a gain of about 8% in packet delivery ratio, when compared with TDLS. When the number of nodes is less than 200, both AODV and TDLS have a packet delivery ratio larger than 90%. For all scenarios, TDLS performs better than AT and MAT. And MAT in turn enjoys a slightly higher packet delivery ratio compared with AT. While the number of nodes roughly doubles each time, the packet delivery ratio drops smoothly, showing all schemes scale well in this regard. The simulation results for end-to-end hop count are given in Fig. 7. Surprisingly, AODV loses the battle to TDLS in this case. In fact, the performance of AODV is quite disappointing. Except for the 49 and 100 node scenarios, the end-to-end hop count of AODV is almost the same as that of AT or MAT. It is well known that tree routing such as



cluster tree [23], AT, and MAT suﬀers from nonoptimal routing paths. In contrast, AODV is claimed to be able to provide shortest routing paths in most cases. Yet AODV falls short of achieving this goal in our simulations. By further delving into our simulation results, we ﬁnd that ﬂooding, which is used in AODV for route discovery and route repair, is to be blamed. Flooding is very detrimental in a wireless network, particularly one that lacks eﬃcient means for coping with hidden terminal problems, as the case of LR-WPANs [7]. Although some reliable broadcast schemes have been proposed [3,31], most broadcast schemes are unreliable. As a consequence, broadcast packets are often dropped due to collisions. To this end, it is of no surprise that AODV often misses the shortest path when the network traﬃc load is not light. As a matter of fact, sometimes AODV cannot ﬁnd a path at all. All our proposed schemes do not rely on ﬂooding, though limited broadcast is sometimes used, mostly in a proactive way. For both end-to-end delay and hop delay (Figs. 8 and 9), TDLS excels again. Followed is MAT, who performs better than AT and AODV. As one can see from Fig. 8, the end-to-end delay of AODV begins to shot up as the number of nodes reaches about 800. In terms of hop delay, AODV peers AT, but gives in as the number of nodes exceeds about 700. For end-to-end communication eﬃciency and hop communication eﬃciency (Figs. 10 and 11). The four routings rank in the order TDLS, AODV, MAT, and AT. For end-to-end communication eﬃciency (Fig. 10), TDLS beats AODV when the number of nodes is less than 200, but has a similar
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Fig. 7. End-to-end hop count.
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eﬃciency (Fig. 11). It is noteworthy that the hop communication eﬃciency for all routings plumbs as the number of nodes increases from 49 to 100, or equivalently, from Fig. 7, the end-to-end hop count increases from about 4.3 to 6.3. The results indicate that, for the sake of communication eﬃciency, the end-to-end hop count is better to be limited to around 4.
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Fig. 9. Hop delay.
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Fig. 10. End-to-end communication eﬃciency.
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An eﬃcient scalable wireless mesh routing protocol, called topology-guided distributed link state (TDLS), is proposed in this paper. TDLS comprises two basic schemes, namely, the adaptive block addressing (ABA) scheme and the distributed link state (DLS) scheme. The ABA scheme is in charge of network auto-conﬁguration and logic address assignment. It is also a self-contained routing protocol, which we call adaptive tree (AT) or, in its meshed form, meshed AT (MAT) routing. The DLS scheme utilizes the address block information provided by the ABA scheme as a guideline to extract the next hop for relaying a data packet. Compared with AT and MAT, it is able to render better performance in terms of hop count or other routing cost metrics used, robustness, and load balancing. Our simulation results also show that the TDLS scheme outperforms AODV in almost every respect under the scenarios used in simulation, notwithstanding its simplicity. One exception is that, when the number of nodes is more than 400, AODV has a gain of about 8% in packet delivery ratio compared with TDLS. TDLS is far more memory-eﬃcient than AODV, which makes it suitable for WMPANs and WMSNs that comprise devices with small RAM size. Although we evaluated AODV in networks with a node number up to 784 in Section 4, in reality, AODV, as it is, would not have a chance in those networks, given the mere 10KB RAM owned by many 8-bit processors. Another point is that, as a proactive routing protocol, TDLS is suitable for time critical sensor applications, where again there is no room for reactive routing protocols such as AODV.
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Fig. 11. Hop communication eﬃciency.



performance as the number of nodes continues to climb. This is also true with the hop communication
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